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"Since feeling is first
who pays any attention
to the syntax of things...~ (E. E. Cummings)

If one considers this work solely in the light of the assumptions from which
it is obviously derived one must credit Alan Dawe with having achieved a great
deal. He has put together a readable textbook which respects the intelligence of
his intended audience without overestimating it. The book is refreshingly free of
the jargon (with one or two notable exceptions), the patronizing tone, and the
pompous rectitude commonly associated with rhetoric textbooks since Scottish
divines began writing them sorne two hundred years ago. So astute and sensitive
has been his selection of authors that one would be hard pressed not to enjoy
most of the articles and stories for their own sake.

The book also includes many useful features: a section on the "mechanics
of scholarship", which deals succinctly with troublesome things like footnoting
and bibliographie entries; a "Glossary of Rhetorical Terms and Principles,"
which might serve weIl the student struggling to interpret his teacher's marginal
comments; an interesting section on "The Literary Insight Paper" (defined by
the author as "an essay in which the writer conveys one clear, significant, and
supportable claim about sorne pieceof literature"), which includes sorne valuable
rubrics about such practical matters as how to refer to authors' names, how to
use titles, and what point of view and what tense to adopt when writing a paper.

In this latter section it is the author's intention to encourage students in the
writing of disciplined personal responses to literary works, as distinguished from
the formaI term paper, and he includes for this purpose six Canadian short
stories, aIl of them of sorne merit. One is tempted to take sorne exception to the
author's suggestion that the student consider how the stories "involve ar
chetypal and mythic themes," an approach, which to be effective, presupposes
that students have more than a nodding acquaintance with Grimm, the Bible,
and Classical mythology, and that the teacher has enough common sense to
avoid the temptation to play silly Jungian parlour games with his students.

Mr. Dawe's subtitle reveals the book's intellectual and pedagogical
ancestry, and much in both its organization and content is faithful to its roots.
He belongs to a well-established tradition in the teaching of discourse that dates
back to the 18th century. Rhetoricians and grammarians of the likesof Blair and
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Campbell shared in the confidentassertion of that optimistic age that aIl forms
of knowledge and human experience werereducible to universallawsand prin
ciples. It wasperhapsinevitable that thesemethodical Scotswoulddiscovèr that
"aIl the ends of speaking (and writing) are reducible to four," which in their
modem reincarnation turn out to he Narration, Description, Exposition, and
Persuasion. With almostas much confidence as their predecessors, the modem
disciples of rhetoriccontinue to enunciateprecepts as to how discourse must be
orderedaccording to the principles and categories of rhetoricand the established
canons of usageand grammar. Dawe is highly selective in his treatment of the
subiect, confining himself to a rangeof categories and principles encompassing
the kinds of writing tasks and problems commonly encountered by college
students.

Unfortunately, rhetoric seems to havelittle to do with theprocess of writing,
and even less with learning how to write. As a recent study commissioned
by the British Schools Council suggests, its categories are "supposedly based
on the purpose or intention of a given piece of writing, (but) are seen only in
termsof the intendedeffectupon an audience; they deny the probability that a
writer might useone modein order to fulfil the functions of another." (ls a stu
dent's account of a lab experiment a narration,description, or exposition? Does
it matter?) At best, the rhetorical approach, as commonly understood, paysonly
token attention to the real and potential usesof writing to the writer himself,
and to the activities in whichhe engages fromthe momenthe confrontshis task
to that momentof triumphand release when it is finished. The true emphasis of
rhetoricison ends rather than means; aIltoo often, in practice, it requires that a
student perform a difficult, if not intellectually dishonest task, and that is to
write something with seeming conviction and sincerity outsideof any real con
text. It ignores, as weIl, the fact that the process of writing itselfshouldbe an in
tegral part of the meansa student uses to get to know his subject, any subject,
and not only a meansof revealing how much he may knowor have discovered
aboutit.

The validity of the concerns of the Rhetoricians for clarity of expression
and rigour of thought is unchallenged. The quality of student writing is not of
sucha highorder that we neednot worryabout such things; but if bad writingis
as endemie in schools and colleges as many believe it to be, the cure will not be
found in composition courses and textbooks on rhetoric. The malaise is not a
purely pedagogical one.

Copyright Canada works best in those sections which acknowledge the
demands for context, such as the one dealing with the LiteraryInsightPaper. It
is rather less successful as a textbookon writing when it attempts to prescribe
basic structures and to engage students in writing according to sorne sort of
predetermined organizational formula. It containsmuch that is of potentialuse
to the student writer, not the least of which are the wide margins, tempting
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blank spacesfor the engagedreader. As a source and referencebook it has ob
vious merit. Unless it is used imaginatively by both teacher and student, 1 am
less certain of its value as the basis for a course in composition.

Cran Bockus
McGill University

Don Gutteridge.
MOUNTAIN AND PLAIN.
lan Underhill.
FAMILy PORTRAITS.
Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1978.
Each: 95pp. 53.75.

Mountain and Plain and Family Portraits are the first two titles in a new
series entitled "Casebooks in Canadian Literature." Three more titles are to
follow, presumably using the same format, which consists in grouping a selec
tion of short stories, excerpts from novels, and poems around a theme. That
these are textbooks destined for a high school readership is made clear in the
Preface reproducedin each book:"It is not the purposeof this seriesto presume
to tell high school teachers how to proceedwith literary analysis, but to bring
together the cultural and critical resources thot have not been available in one
volume in thepost"(p.6., emphasis added). A high schoolaudienceis implied as
wel1 in the structural arrangement. of each book, dividednot in chapters but in
'units': five units to he precise. Unit one refers to the selected texts; units two
and three are excerptsfrom criticalworks,chosenso as to provokediscussion on
the texts, fol1owed by questions meant to provide a framework for the discus
sion;unit four suggests further readingof three novelswhosethemescontinue in
expanded form the concerns addressed in unit one; final1y, unit five outlines
topics for extended projects (seminars, assignments, etc.) which the previous
units lead to in evolvingfashion.

The pedagogical structure is a sound one. The choiceof criticalcomments,
the questionsraisedby the editors,and the outliningof areas for researchreflect
a meticulous care, an attention to detailedanalysis, and an underlyingconsidera
tion for the high school reading audience which are commendable. No less
praiseworthy is the avowed design to make Canadian literature accessible,
readable, and relevant. Yet, if this series aims at precluding the writing of
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